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3dsoft was established in 1998 and has been
developing since. the company is one of the
world's leading developers of highly advanced
software technology for graphics, audio and video
editing. 3dsoft is one of the leading 3d studio
providers. our products include 3d studio max, 3d
studio, 3ds max plugin, 3ds maxelements, 3ds
max tools, dreamweaver extension and others.
3dsoft is the developer of free 3ds max plugins,
maxelements and is the developer of free
dreamweaver mx extensions. many of our
products are used in a wide range of business
areas - film, animation, video, games, design,
architecture, etc. we have over 200 000 users in
all countries and are constantly working to
improve our products. 3dsoft is a privately held
company with sales offices in russia, china, japan,
germany, usa, canada, and the uk. 3dsoft is a
member of the adobe partner program. i think the
majority of the people in this thread are already
using it so i won't worry about reviewing it. that
being said, i've been using it for about a month
now and i love it. it is by far one of the better
looking plugin/script in the vray menu. it was the
first render i ran in the scene, and it is looking
good. it is not perfect, but it is good to start with.
it works fine, as long as i have not changed any
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vray settings. i did put in a knife tool to look like a
knife. i did have to change the blade for the knife
tool to be a knife. i was able to change the pivot
point to the centre, and it came out perfect. it is
not a big issue, but it is good to know where to
adjust things, if you need to. the knife tool, even
with the blender knife, is still a bit of a pain. you
have to go into the vray settings menu, where
there is a sub menu for tools, and there is a sub
menu for the knife tools. within the knife tools,
you have to go back to the main menu and go to
the knife tools section. you have to select the
knife tool, and then select the knife blade from
the menu. if you have a knife blade, that is going
to be different. when you start out, select the
knife tool, and make sure the blade is the blade
you want. then set the pivot point to the centre. i
set the knife blade and the pivot point to the
same spot. you have to set the rotation to the
handle, to the blade, and then to the pivot point. it
might be possible to put the pivot point where the
blade is, but i am not sure about that. you have to
set the pivot point to the same spot, and then you
have to set the rotation. i also put a knife handle
on the knife and rotated that to the side. it is a bit
hard to do, but you can work around it. it is not a
big issue, but it is something to keep in mind, if
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you are going to do other tools. i like the knife
tool, but you have to watch for issues. overall, the
knife tool works and looks good. i set the knife
blade to have a cutting edge, and it looks good. i
am a little wary about using the knife tool, but it is
good to know where you can change things, and
how to change things.
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